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ABSTRACT

Use of Hinged Strakes For Lateral Control at High Angles of Attack

(May 1985)

Russell Earl Erb, B.S., United States Air Force Academy

Chairman of Advisory Committee: Dr. Donald T. Ward

An investigation was conducted to study using a portion of the

leading edgestrake hinged along the longitudinal axis as a roll control

device for a high performance aircraft at high angles of attack (AOA).

A wind tunnel test was conducted to gather static force and moment data

* for use in a six degree of freedomc computer simulation. Asymmet-

ric strake deflections, both dihedral and anhedral, were investigated.

The longitudinal coefficients were little affected by strake deflection,

but the lateral-directional coefficients showed a nonlinear, but repeat-

able, behavior with strake deflection. Comparisons to published data

indicate that the strakes produce similar behavior for different air-

craft designs. Simulations of the aircraft response to the strakes

showed that an improvement over current roll-nperformance could be

obtained by combining the positive strake deflection with the ailerons

up to 38*A, after which the strakes alone produced the best roll

performance. Sideslip and AOA must be closely controlled or the air-

craft will either not roll, or will depart during the roll. The rolling--

performance using 4 he-hinged et~akes at high AOA is compared to rollIng--

performance using differential leading edge flaps. The differential L

leading efe, flaps produce comparable roll rates with less sideslip than
produced by-h#/hinged strakes. Iowever, tJepossibility exists of

combining hinged strakes with differential)leadin-Pdggeflaps for

improved roll performance. F--
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INTRODUCTION

A common feature of contemporary fighter aircraft is a trapezoidal

wing with a highly swept leading edge extension, or strake. Examples of

this configuration can be seen on the F-16 and the F-18. This design is

used extensively due to its ability to maintain a high lift coefficient

at angles well beyond the traditional stall angle of attack. This

ability is derived from a phenomenon known as vortex lift, in which the

separation and subsequent reattachment of the flow over the sharp lead-

ing edge of the strakes produces a strong vortex over the leading edge

of the strake. This vortex produces lift on the strake surface, and

also provides a favorable interference lift on the wing through its

interaction with the wing flow field. The phenomenon of vortex lift has

been studied and explained by Polhamus 1 , and has been quantified by
23Luckring and Frink and Lamar3.

This ability to fly at high angles of attack (AOA), made possible

by the strake-wing configuration, leads to advantages in aerial combat.

The most important advantage is additional capability for offensive and

defensive maneuvering. Other capabilities include nose 'pointing to

track an enemy without actually following him, and the use of high drag

for aerodynamic braking.

One major problem currently limits the usefulness of high AOA

flight. At high angles of attack the traditional control surfaces, the

elevator, the ailerons, and the rudder, begin to lose their effective-

ness. For instance, the ailerons must operate in the separated flow

about the wing, and the rudder becomes submerged in the wake of the

fuselage. Under the same conditions where control effectiveness is

marginal, the longitudinal and directional stability of many aircraft is

greatly reduced. This combination of factors often leads to a departure

prone airplane at high AOA, especiall in aircraft which depend on

active controls for stability.

Rao and Huffman4 have suggested a "hinged strake" concept as a

possible means of longitudinal and lateral control at high AOA. The

This thesis follows the style and format of Journal of Aircraft.

"-V- 'L L : ?.°':- - -- ' -?. -: - ? , ". L ..' .' -. .-" "" '--- --".'
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hinged strake is a portion of the leading edge extension which is hinged

along its root chord (or longitudinal axis). The result of deflecting

the strake downward (anhedral) is twofold. First, the projected area of

the strake is reduced. Second the strake vortex is weakened. Both

effects lead to reduced lift on the corresponding wing panel. Rao and

Huff man discussed both symmetrical deflections of the strakes for longi-

tudinal control and asymmetric deflections for lateral-directional con-

trol. One of their conclusions was that differential strake anhedral

may be a powerful roll and yaw control at high AOA, and that further

research was needed on more realistic configurations to answer questions

concerning configurational effects.

The objective of this study was to investigate the feasibility of

using hinged strakes for high angle of attack controllability of a

realistic configuration fighter. In particular, this study considered

the feasibility of using hinged strakes for roll control at angles of

attack (AOA) between 30 and 40 degrees. These rolls were done about the

velocity vector, or the stability X-axis, rather than the body X-axis

for departure resistance. 5 This results in the airplane appearing to

move around the surface of a cone as it rolls. In addition to looking

at the effectiveness of hinged strakes on a realistic configuration,

this study also considered at the effects of deflecting the strakes

upward (dihedral) as well as downward (anhedral). The model used by Rao

and Huffman 4 had no leading edge flaps, and the tip of the strake went

below the wing when deflected downward. The configuration used in this

test has leading edge flaps which are deflected downward as a function

of AOA, and at high AOA the leading edge of the flap lines up with the

tip of the anhedral strake at maximum deflection, as shown in Figure 1.

Therefore, it would be possible that this would change the way that the

strake vortex flows across the wing. By deflecting the strake upward,

the strake vortex would be moved away from the upper surface of the

wing, and perhaps a different behavior would result. Additionally, the

strakes might have different yaw characteristics, since on the strakes

with anhedral the normal force (or lift) is tilted outward, away from

the fuselage, but on the strakes with dihedral, the normal force would

be tilted inward, toward the fuselage.
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Figure 1. Photograph Showing Deflected Strakes and Leading Edge Flaps.
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The approach used in this study consisted of three parts. The

first part was a wind tunnel test of a high performance aircraft model

fitted with hinged strakes. The wind tunnel test was used to gather

static coefficient data including changes in forces and moments due to

the deflection of the hinged strakes. The second part of the study

analyzed the resulting aerodynamic data. Since the aerodynamic forces

and moments are highly coupled in high angle of attack flight, it is

impossible to gain an appreciation for the reactions of the aircraft

just by looking at the static aerodynamic data. Therefore, for the

third part of this study, the wind tunnel data was used in a mathemati-

cal model in a six degree of freedom (DOF) simulation to predict the

behavior of a full size aircraft fitted with hinged strakes. This

simulation used only the static data for the strakes, since no dynamic

derivatives for the strakes were available from this test. The lack of

dynamic derivatives was partially compensated for by considering the

aircraft to be static for each time step.

7 -' . .
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WIND TUNNEL TEST

In the summer of 1984, a model of a high performance fighter was

tested in the Texas A&M Low Speed Wind Tunnel (LSWT)6. The model pro-

vided by General Dynamics/Fort Worth (GD/FW) is shown in Figure 2. As

the picture shows, the sting support was a special offset one, designed

to minimize flow interference with the model at high angles of attack.

The purpose of the test was to collect static force and moment data

to study the lateral control effectiveness of the hinged strakes at

high angles of attack (AOA). The data were reduced according to

standard wind tunnel procedures7, with additional corrections applied

for internal drag and model cavity static pressure. These data were

then incorporated in the six DOF computer simulation.

Model Description

The model tested was that of a high performance fighter aircraft

resembling the YF-16. The model differs from the YF-16 in the shape

and size of the leading edge extensions (or strakes); a silhouette of

the leading edge wing extension is shown in Figure 3. A summary of the

model constants is shown in Appendix A.

The portion of the strake that could be deflected is also shown in

Figure 3. Three major factors were considered in deciding how much of

the strake to deflect. The first two concerned the design of the full

scale aircraft. In order to test a realistic configuration, as had been

suggested by Rao and Huffman, it was desired to have a minimal impact on

the existing structure of the full scale aircraft. The section of

strake deflected in this study is virtually empty internally on the full

size aircraft. The second factor was the placement of the existing gun

on the full size aircraft. By placing the hinge line of the strake at

the location shown, there is no interference with the existing gun. If

the strake had been any larger, the gun placement would have to be

moved. The third factor deals with the construction of the wind tunnel

model. Due to the construction of the cheek which contained the strake,

the strake shown was the largest strake that could be made without

excessive modification to the model supporting structure.

*",/- 1 00. ; ,-' q;d ' % . , 1 L' V.. WV ': .' &*-. Z yV aY I Zi



Figure 2. Photograph of Model Mounted in TAMU 7' X 10' LS14T.
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Figure 3. Silhouette of Leading Edge Extension and Moveable Strake.
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This strake design was proposed to the sponsor and approved. The

model was then modified by the Texas A&M Research and Instrumentation

Division. The hinged strakes for the wind tunnel modql were made with

deflections from +450 to -450 in increments of 150. The original

strake provided with the model was used for the 00 deflection case.I

Figure 1 shows the deflected strakes on the model. The deflected

strakes were made with flat lower surfaces and modeling clay was used to

fair in the sharp breaks in the LEX curvature. Figure 1 also shows the

leading edge flaps CLEF) deflected to 300 . All runs were made with theI

LEF in this position, since it was the most representative of their

position in high AQA flight.

Tunnel Installation

The model was mounted in the tunnel on a sting with the wings

vertical, as shown in Figure 4. The sting was fitted into a manually

adjustable knuckle which was used to change the yaw orientation of the

model with respect to the wind tunnel in order to test different side-

slip angles. Angle of attack variations were obtained by rotating the

turntable to the desired angles. The knuckle could be set at yaw

angles of 00, 50, 100, and 150. Since the knuckle could only be rotated

upward, positive or negative yaw orientations were obtained by rotatingI

the sting 1800 at the center joint.LA

Instrumentation

Force and moment data were collected with a Task Mark XIII six

component internal balance. The frequency spectrum of one of the *

balance outputs was recorded during Runs 1-3 to check f or the resonant

frequencies of the model/sting system and to compare them with the data

sampling frequencies since previous tests had shown considerable vibra-

* tion of the model and sting support. The balance resolution in terms of

coefficients is shown in Table 1.
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TABLE 1

Internal Balance Resolution

CL + 0.00670
L .07

CD + 0.00670

CD + 0.00551

CM + 0.00208

C + 0.00208

Base pressure corrections were calculated using pressures obtained

*from a pressure manifold located in the model cavity immediately behind

the balance. The manifold was simply a ring of tubing around the sting

support with pressure orifices at four points 900 apart. This arrange-

ment provided an average pressure in the cavity.

Test Procedures

The calibration of the internal balance was checked each morn-

ing during the test by applying known loads to the model and comparing

these values with the balance output. This procedure is standard LSWT

practice, but it proved to be very useful because it revealed that

approximately halfway through the first half of the testing one of the

redundant axial force gages on the internal balance had failed. The

data from this gage were not included in the data reduction.

All runs were made with the wings vertical in the tunnel.

The run schedule for this test is shown in Appendix B. The sideslip

* - ~angle of the model was varied using the knuckle adjustment of the

sting. In all cases, the model was run at a given strake deflection

through all positive or ne'oative sideslip angles, using the turntable

to sweep through angle of attack from .. 40 to 680. During the first

4 half of the testing, the model was then rotated 1800 and the remaining

sideslip angles were run. After all sideslip angles were completed,

the strakes were changed and the process repeated. However, at the

conclusion of Run 40, the center joint of the sting seized and the model



had to be removed from the tunnel to repair the sting. When the tests

were completed, the strakes were changed and the same sideslip angles

were run to minimize the number of times the model had to be rotated

1800. After all strake deflections were run, the model was rotated

1800 and the same strake deflections were run for the remaining side-

slip angles. Sideslip angles ranged from -150 to 150 for asymmetric

cases, and from -100 to 100 for anhedral-dihedral cases.

Data Reduction Methods

The data were reduced using standard procedures as described by

Pope 7. The sponsor requested that several corrections be made to the

data in addition to the standard data reduction procedures. These

corrections are summarized as follows.

The model was constructed with a 57 minute difference between the

model longitudinal axis and the internal balance longitudinal axis. To

account for this difference, the forces and moments were rotated from

balance axes, balance center to body axes, balance center using the

following equations:

F N = FN cos 57' + FA sin 57'

FA = -FN sin 57' + FA cos 57'

Fk= FZ cos 57'- n sin 57'

Fn= F sin 57' + Fn cos 57'

Static base pressure was measured in the model cavity at each data

point and the correction was applied in balance axes to the coefficients

during data reduction by the formula:

ACD = (P, - P,) A,
qc S

CD =CD - ACD
total measured

'I
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Since the model was a flow through model, being open from the inlet to

the base of the model, the drag due to flow through the model was

accounted for. This internal drag was subtracted from the drag coeffi-

cient as determined from Table 2.

TABLE 2

CD Corrections (M < 0.3)

aAC D AC D

-5 .0025 20 .0038

0 .0023 25 .0049

5 .0023 30 .0062

10 .0025 32 .0068

15 .0030 90 .0068

The usual blockage and wall corrections2 were made for an AQA

below 320. For any AQA above 320, wall corrections were not applied

and the following Maskell correction was used:

q= qu[l + 2 .5(CDS/CT)]

In addition to these deviations from the standard data reduction

procedures, moments were resolved about the 35% mean aerodynamic chord

* at the request of the sponsor. This change from resolving moments about

* the 25% mean aerodynamic chord was requested because of the relaxed

- static stability of the design.

Due to the geometry of the sting support, the sting angle, listed

as in the run schedule, is not the actual sideslip angle of the model.

* . Since the model was rotated about the wind Y-axis in the tunnel rather

* than about the body Y-axis, the actual sideslip is a function of angle

of attack. Stability axes sideslip was calculated according to the

formula:

U%
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-actual sin- 1 (cos a sin 5d

This formula is derived in Appendix C.

Highly separated, vortical flows like those encountered in this

test, present problems that are difficult to address in the data reduc-

tion process. Even though the blockage correction was changed and

the wall corrections were discontinued at high AOA, discrepancies such

as model movement off of the tunnel center, model oscillations, and

asymmetric flows are known to exist, but no corrections were made since

no adequate basis for correcting such conditions is known.
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DISCUSSION OF RESULTS

Runs 1, 2, and 3 were run with the baseline configuration at

dynamic pressures of 40, 60, and 80 psf respectively with correspond-

ing Reynolds Numbers of 846,000, 1,025,000, and 1,161,000. This check

looked at variations due to Reynolds number and also to insure that the

steel sleeve would reduce the vibrations seen previously8 . In addi-

tion, a spectral analyzer was attached to the side force channel to

check for the dominant frequencies to compare against the sampling rate.

These vibrations had their largest amplitudes at 500 AQA. The frequency

spectrum of the forward side force channel at 50 AQA is shown in Figure

5. The side force channel was chosen since the amplitude of the oscilla-

tions was greatest in the lateral direction. This spectrum shows that

the model was oscillating with a fundamental frequency of 11 Hz. The

balance output was sampled once every 4.5 milliseconds, or at a fre-

quency of 222 Hz. The measured value of the balance output was the

average value of 100 of these samples. Therefore, at least one complete

period of an oscillation would be measured for frequencies up to 22.2

11z. In this case, the data were sampled over two fundamental periods.

If the sample size and sampling rate were to cause an error, this error

would be seen as non-repeatability in the data points.

In Run 3 data were taken with both increasing and with decreasing

angles of attack. As can be seen in Figure 6, the data points were

repeatable and no hysteresis is apparent. Runs 2 and 3 at dynamic

pressures of 60 and 80 psf gave almost identical results at low

angles of attack and were still in fairly close agreement at very high

angles of attack. The rolling moment was the parameter of primary

interest, and this agreement is shown in Figure 6. Note that these data

and all other plotted data are plotted in stability axes. Run 1 is far

* removed from Runs 2 and 3 in this region. Based on this information,

following runs were made at a dynamic pressure of 80 psf.

On Run 8, LSWT personnel noticed that the rolling moment produced

by the model was exceeding the limits of the internal balance.

UReferencing the previous figure, the Principal Investigator decided

to reduce the dynamic pressure to 60 psf. Run 9 was run with the

.- .j4
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-P
C Dynamic Pressure = 40 Reynolds Number = 846,000
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')yiimic PI-essure = 40 Reynolds Number = 846,000
C Dynamic Pressure - 60 Reynolds Number = 1,025,000
A Dynamic Pressure = 80 Reynolds Number = 1,161,000
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1 J

configuration predicted to create the maximum rolling moment to see if

the rolling moment would remain within limits. The baseline runs were

repeated, and all f urther runs were made with a dynamic pressure of 60

psf.

Further Reynolds Number effects were seen upon re-entry for the

second half of the wind tunnel test. The first runs of this test were

used to try to reproduce data from the first half of the test. The

%6 rolling moment coefficient was again used as the comparison, since it

was the primary parameter of interest. The last two attempts to

reproduce Run 2 are shown plotted against Run 2 in Figure 7. Note

that Run 46 was conducted without trip strips, which had worn off the

model during previous runs. On Run 47, these trip strips were

replaced, and were used for the remainder of the test. Note that

the trip strips cause a change in rolling moment, especially at the

higher angles of attack. Also, the agreement between the first and

second entry in the LSWT is not as close as desired in the region of

primary interest (AQA = 300 to 400). In fact, the signs are

reversed on the coefficients in some cases between tests. However,

since all measurements and parameters that could be changed had been set

as close as possible to the condiitions of the first half of the test,

the test was continued from here. Similar problems with asymmetries

have been seen before. 8 It is still not clear if the lack of trip

strips and/or asymmetries in the model and airf low are the source of

this disagreement. Due to lack of time to run new baseline data, the
data from from the second entry were used in conjunction with the data
from the first entry. As will be seen later, this would only really

affect the results for the +150 and +300 strake deflections, since the

* - anhedral-dihedral data would not be used.

The longitudinal coefficients, CL9 CD, and Cm, appear to be well

U behaved across the full angle of attack range, in that they do not

change rapidly from one a~igle of attack to another. Also, CL and CD
vary insignificantly with sideslip angle, and Cm shows only a slight

change at higher angles of attack. See Figures 8-9.

The lateral-directional coefficients, Cy ,n and C-n, show a

very different behavior with varying angle of attack. At lower angles0

%J
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of attack, up to about 300, these coefficients change very slowly with

angle of attack and are almost constant. Above about 300, they change

rapidly, even changing sign with small increments of angle of attack.

These plots give the appearance of scatter but the data were repeatable

even at the higher angles of attack. Comparing the plots for different

sideslip angles, the trends are consistent, that is, the sign of the

slope with respect to AOA is the same and changes at approximately same

AOA.
One other important point seen in coefficients plotted across

angle of attack deals with the anhedral-dihedral (AnDi) cases. Each

of these cases was plotted against the corresponding asymmetric case

with the same positive strake deflection on the right side. In each

case, no noticeable change was seen in Figure 10 due to deflecting the

second strake. Consequently, no further consideration was given to the

AnDi case.

The major interest in this investigation concerned the control

power of the hinged strakes. This control power could be seen in how

much a given force or moment changed when the strake was deflected.

These changes in the forces and moments would be used in the 6 DOF

simulation to simulate the aircraft's response to deflecting the

strakes. In order to obtain this change in the coefficients, the coef-

ficients of a baseline run at a given AOA were subtracted from the

coefficients at the same AOA for a run with the strake deflected. The

baseline run used was the run with the same sideslip angle without

either strake deflected. These changes in the coefficients due to

deflecting the strakes were plotted. As seen in Figures 11-12,

deflecting the strake does cause a change in the lateral-directional

coefficients. Like the coefficients themselves, these increments also

vary rapidly with angle of attack at the higher angles of attack. The

differences and similarities between anhedral and dihedral strake

deflections can also be seen in Figures 11-12. While the forces and

moments change when the strake is deflected either up or down, in both

cases the results are not well behaved, i.e. for both positive and

negative deflections, the forces and moments do not follow a smooth

curve with increasing AOA. Since the response of the aircraft to a
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strake deflection is very complex, a 6 DOF simulation must be used to

determine which strake deflection (positive or negative) will give the

best overall performance.

Figure 13 shows the incremental rolling moment for the -450 strake

deflection and the +300 strake deflection at zero sideslip plotted

against the incremental rolling moment of 100 aileron deflection5 . This

plot shows that the strakes are virtually ineffective below 280 AOA,

while in this region the ailerons are the most effective. Above about

300 AOA, the ailerons begin to lose their effectiveness, while in this

same region, the strakes become effective.

These increments were also plotted as a function of sideslip. An

example can be seen in Figures 14-15. Two points are emphasized by

these plots. First, since the configuration is not symmetric, the

coefficients are not symmetric about zero sideslip. Second, the varia-

tion of the incremental coefficients is not smooth throughout the high

angle of attack region; a given incremental coefficient may even have a

larger magnitude at a lower sideslip angle. This nonlinear behavior

could be due to factors such as the vortex system from the nose and

strake is changing character rapidly with changing sideslip. The cur-

rent increment in sideslip of roughly 50 is very coarse for this region,

and a smaller increment might help explain this behavior.

The coefficients were also plotted across strake deflection, at

constant angle of attack and sideslip. See Figure 16. The slope of the

line is roughly equivalent to the control power derivative. Again,

there is little if any change in the longitudinal derivatives due to

the position of the strakes. The variation of the lateral-directional

derivatives is not monotonic; the slope of the line often changed sign

with increasing strake deflection. For instance, at an AOA = 380,

deflecting the strake from 00 to -150 causes a reduction in rolling

moment, while deflecting the strake from -150 to -300 causes an increase

in rolling moment. The result of this behavior is that the hinged

strakes can not be treated like conventional surfaces such as ailerons,

whose forces and moments change smoothly and monotonically with deflec-

tion angle. For instance, deflecting an aileron twice as much as a given

deflection typically produces twice as much rolling moment. However,
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this is not the case with the hinged strakes. Therefore, the strakes

were used by moving the approriate strake immediately to a given deflec-

tion any time that they are used. This would avoid having an unpredict-

able reaction caused by deflecting the strake a partial amount.

It

.
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COMPARISON TO PUBLISHED DATA

To check for consistency with previous tests, the data obtained in

this test were compared to that obtained by Rao and Huffman4 . Both sets

of data for incremental rolling and yawing moment are plotted in Figures

17-18. These data are at zero sideslip for -300 and -450 anhedral

strake deflection. Note that the data are plotted in body axes.

Many similarities can be seen in the shape of the data between the

two tests. Above 200 AOA both cases show a large increase in incre-

mental rolling moment, until about 300 AOA. At this point,.there is a

sharp decrease in the incremental rolling moment continuing until 400

AOA. This sudden break has been attributed to the bursting of the

strake vortex. Both cases also show a higher incremental rolling moment

for the -450 case than the -300 case.

The incremental yawing moments are likewise very similar. In the

low AOA region up to about 200 AOA each test shows both deflections to

cause roughly the same magnitude of incremental yawing moment. At about

200 AOA both tests show the incremental yawing moment decreasing and

changing sign until about 300, where the incremental yawin- moment is

roughly constant until about 400. In both cases, the break in the

incremental yawing moment corresponds to the same AOA as the break in

the incremental rolling moment.

Figures 19-20 compare the data for the two tests with 50 sideslip.

Again, many similarities between the data can be seen. The incremental

rolling moment for both tests in this case continues to show the same

basic shape, rising around 200 angle of attack, reaching a maximum

around 300 to 340, and dropping back down by 400. The overall magnitude

of both incremental rolling moments has also decreased as a result of

the introduction of sideslip. The incremental yawing moment curves also

s*'ow the same basic shape as before. Reference 4 is not clear in

stating if the yawing moment contribution of the baseline model was

subtracted from the data for the deflected strakes. If it were not,

this ommission could account for the negative magnitudes at low AOA

where the fighter data of this test shows a positive magnitude.
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While the behavior of the data in both tests is similar, there is a

significant difference in their magnitudes. The most obvious difference

0'. between the generic model of Reference 4 and the high performance

fighter of this test is the difference in strake area in terms of

percentage of wing area. Bath models are shown in Figure 21 with equal

wing span. The generic model has a 440 leading edge sweep, compared to

a 450 sweep on the high performance fighter model. Both wings can be

considered roughly the same for purposes of this comparison. The ex-

posed area of the strakes of the generic model equals 26.6% of the wing

area, while the area of the strakes of the fighter is only 3.6% of theIwino area. If the magnitude of the incremental m~oments was strictly a

function of the area ratio between the strake and the wing, then the
ratio of the magnitudes of the incremental moments would be 3.6/26.6

rolling moment is .29, and the ratio of the magnitudes of the maximum

incremental yawing moment is 0.5. Comparing the maximum incremental

rolling moment for the case with sideslip, the ratio of the magnitudes

is still .29, indicating that the effects of sideslip are similar in

both cases. In addition, the generic model shows that with and without

sideslip, 6s = -. 450 and 6s= -300 produce about the same rolling moment

both with and without sideslip. The fighter model shows the -450 case

to produce roughly twice the rolling moment as the -300 case both with

and without sideslip. Likewise, both models show each case to produce

equal amounts of yawing moment regardless of sideslip. Apparently, the

effects of sideslip are similar.

Since the ratio of incremental rolling moment is greater than the

ratio of strake/wing area, the source of the rolling moment is not only

due to the reduction of the projected area of the strake, but that a

major portion arises from the decrease of circulation velocities in the

vortex. If strake area were the only factor, then the ratio of the

* magnitudes of the incremental rolling moments of the two tests would

have been equal to .16, the ratio of the strake areas. c wever, the

rolling moment due to deflecting the smaller strakes is greater than

would be predicted by such an analysis. Since the strength of the

vortex is not only dependent on the are of the strake, this result would
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indicate that the weakening of the vortex one of the causes of the

rolling moment.

Since the yawing moment coefficient of the smaller strake is closer

to the yawing moment coefficient of the large strake than the rolling

moment coefficient of the small strake is to that of the large strake,

it seems that the incremental rolling moment coefficient is more sensi-

tive to the size of the hinged strake. Although insufficient data are

available to reach a conclusion at this point, it is possible that

larger strakes would create a change in available rolling moment without

as large a change in yawing moment.

In spite of these differences, a consistency in basic trends can be

seen between the data of this test and thet data shown by Rao and

Huff man 4 . Rao and Huffman had recommended that the hinged strake con-

cept be tested on more realistic configurations, and this test shows

that many of their basic concepts are still valid even with a different

configuration.

'i-" i"" " . " ' "... ... ." "- " .. . . .
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SIMULATION ANALYSIS

Since an aircraft flying at high AOA has highly coupled behavior

between the longitudinal and lateral-directional modes, it is difficult

to obtain any sense of the response to control inputs just by examining

the static aerodynamic data. Therefore, the bulk of the analysis in

this study was done using a six DOF computer simulation model.

The mathematical model used was a modification of the model devel-

oped by Stout 5 at Texas A&M. This model was set up to run using the

EASY4 Dynamic Analysis Program9 on a CDC Cyber 825. This program simu-

lates the behavior of the aircraft using a state variable approach,

integrating the states of the aircraft while stepping through time.

Through the use of tabular input data, the program can simulate the

nonlinear behavior of the aircraft at these high AOAs. Since dynamic

derivatives for the strakes were not available, only the static data for

the strakes are considered in the analysis.

The original simulation had a trim routine which calculated the

states for the Flight Control System (FCS) for 1 g, straight and level

flight. This routine not only calculated the airspeed for 1 g flight at

the given angle of attack, but also calculated the states at the given

operating point such that none of the states would have an initial

transient. At the angles of attack investigated, this trim approach

yielded a dynamic pressure of about 25 psf and possibly led to unreal-

istically low roll rates in the previous study. If the dynamic pressure

were increased, it was postualated that these roll rates could be

increased. Since the angle of attack was fixed, increased dynamic

pressure would yield a higher load factor. With this in mind, the trim

routine was rewritten to allow commanded normal acceleration to be input

through the pitch stick channel. For conditions other than level

flight, this results in a steady pullup. An initial roll angle is

allowed, but the iritial roll and yaw rates must be zero. This steady

pullup more accurately modeled conditions under which high angle of

attack flight would be encountered.

Several points should be noted nbout the relationship between the

commanded g and the resulting normal acceleration at the CG. First, the
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stick commands incremental g's in the body normal direction. Since the

aircraft is at an angle of attack, the body load factor is related to

the stability axes load factor by

n - nSAcosa

Thus, for straight and level flight, a normal acceleration of cosa must

be commanded, or since the stick commands incremental g's, for level

flight a load factor of cosa - 1 must be commanded. At high angles of

attack, the angle of attack limiter reduces the amount of load factor

commanded such that the resulting load factor is less than that

commanded. As a result, in order to command a desired load factor, the

stick input must be calculated by the following equations:

For a < 29.90:

ncom = ndesiredcos a - 1

For a > 29.90:

ncom = ndesiredcosa + 0.322( a - 29.9) - 1

Note that if ncom > 8.0, the AOA limiter will not allow the aircraft to

trim at the desired load factor.

The nonlinear data for the simulation was obtained from several

sources. A majority of the aerodynamic data was obtained from the open

literature.I0 These data gave various coefficients of the aircraft as

functions of angle of attack and mach number. Additional nonlinear

lateral-directional data for the baseline aircraft as functions of angle

of attack and sideslip were obtained from the wind tunnel test. Due to

slight asymmetries in the model, the baseline data for C0, Cn, and

did not equal zero at zero sideslip. These data were mathematically

shifted to pass through zero to eliminate effects on the simulation at

zero sideslip. Since all of the analysir is calculated in body axes,

all of these data were entered into the model in this format.

The data for the effects of the strakes were entered into the model

as the increments in the coefficients between the run with the strake

deflected and the baseline run. As seen earlier, deflecting strakes of

"I
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this size had virtually no effect on the longitudinal characteristics of

the aircraft, so no longitudinal data from the strakes were included in

the analysis. The data from the strakes for C , Cn, and Cy were entered

as tabular functions of angle of attack and sideslip for each measured

strake deflection from -450 to +300. These data were entered in stabil-

ity axes to prevent confusion between these data and the data analyzed

earlier. In order to calculate the effect of the strake, its effect was

calculated as a function of AOA and sideslip in the tables for both the

strake deflection above and below the current deflection. These two

values were then interpolated based on the current strake deflection.

The resulting coefficients were then converted to body axes before being

used in the analysis. As a result of this scheme, the effects of the

strakes could be modeled as functions of angle of attack, sideslip, and

strake deflection as shown in the previous analysis of the aerodynamic

data. The strake data tables ranged in AOA from 260 to 420 and in

sideslip from -150 to 150. For points outside this data range, the

values of the coefficients are treated as constant from the last data

point. For instance, at an AOA of 340 and a sideslip of 200, the value

of the coefficient at an AOA of 340 and a sideslip of 150 was used.

Due to the nonlinear aerodynamics of the hinged strakes, the

strakes could not simply be connected to the roll channel. Since the

aerodynamic moments were not monotonic with strake deflection, a "bang-

bang" control system was installed. When a roll command is received,

the appropriate strake is deflected to full deflection until the desired

roll rate is achieved, then the strake returns to the undeflected posi-

tion. The actuators are modeled with a transfer function of

10

S + 10

with a rate limit of 120 degrees/second. This rate limit was based on

the rudder's rate limit of 120 degrees/second, and should be reasonable

since the strake is a smaller surface. The initial implementation of

the Hinged Strake Flight Control System is shown in Figure 22. Only one

strake is commanded to be deflected at any given time, since the

0
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Anhedral-Dihedral case showed no noticeable change from the Asymmetric

case.

The block labeled Internal Model in Figure 22 defines logic for

choosing the appropriate strake to deflect. Several factors are con-

sidered to produce the command signals to the strake actuators. Since

the strakes have virtually no effect below 280, the strakes return to

the undeflected position anytime the angle of attack falls below 280.

Another major consideration is a "unidirectional" region. This region

is an area where deflecting either strake produces a rolling moment in

the same direction.

Since the asymmetric strake deflections tested only considered

deflecting the right strake, symmetry was assumed to calculate the

effect of deflecting the left strake. The coefficients due to the left

strake are calculated by the equation

C (c -C (a~-8X left x right

See Figure 23. The other force and moment coefficients are calculated

in a similar fashion.

The unidirectional region arises from a condition shown in Figure

24. At an angle of attack of 300 and a sideslip of 12.50, a right

strake deflection produces a right rolling moment. In order to find the

rolling moment for a left strake deflection, first find the rolling

moment for a right strake deflection at an angle of attack of 300 and a

sideslip of -12.50. In this case, the right strake deflection produces

a left rolling moment. After converting to the corresponding left

strake deflection at an angle of attack of 300 and a sideslip of -12.50,

the left strake deflection produces a right rolling moment. Therefore,

at this angle of attack and sideslip both right and left strake deflec-

tions produce a right rolling moment. This angle of attack and sideslip

is in a unidirectional region. These regions can be identified on the

plots of incremental rolling moment versus sideslip, as shown in Figure

25. If two points on the incremental rolling moment plot for a given
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angle of attack at equal and opposite sideslip angles have opposite

signs, then those points are contained in a unidirectional region. L

A flowchart of the logic used in the internal model is shown in

Figure 26. If the angle of attack is less than 280 or no roll is

commanded, both strakes are commanded to zero deflection. If a roll is

commanded, then the roll coefficient for maximum deflection of each

strake is calculated. If these coefficients have the different signs,

then the strake producing roll in the commanded direction is deflected.

If both roll coefficients have the same sign, then the aircraft is in a

unidirectional region. If both strakes will roll the aircraft in the

commanded direction, then the strake producing the most rolling moment

is deflected. If neither strake will produce the desired roll direc-

tion, then both strakes are returned to zero deflection.

One should note that two major assumptions are inherent in the

design of the strake flight control system. One assumption is that the

sideslip angle is available for the logic choices. Presently, no satis-

factory sideslip indicators for use at these AOA exist on operational

aircraft. The second assumption is that a good model of the strake

aerodynamics is available. Creating such a model could be difficult,

since it is likely that different store configurations, or even irregu-

larities between aircraft could have a major effect on the strake aero-

dynamics. This effect of slight irregularities is suspected since a

change in the data was seen even when reinstalling the same model in the

same wind tunnel. This assumption could be investigated by further wind

tunnel tests using different store configurations and different models

of the same type of aircraft.

.

°.,I
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ROLL PERFORMANCE OF STRAKES

The first simulations done used strakes alone as a roll control

device. These simulations used the initial implementation of the strake

flight control system, in which the strakes were commanded separately

from the ailerons. The remainder of the aircraft FCS was unaltered,

except that the ailerons were disabled, so that the roll rate feedback

to the ailerons would not oppose the roll caused by the strakes. In the

yaw axis, only the standard feedback channels were active, namely the

stability axis yaw damper and the lateral acceleration. These simula-

tions were initially started in 1 g straight and level flight at 320 AOA

with the maximum upward strake deflection of +300. This condition was

chosen because it gave the maximum rolling moment available, and the

data at this AOA and strake deflection were the most symmetric about

zero sideslip, presumably giving the most consistent behavior. An

important additional point was that these simulations used linear deriv-

atives ( C , Cy )i0

The z sulfs for the +300 strake deflection can be seen in Figure

27. The control input commands maximum right roll from 0 to 6 seconds,

and then no roll from 6 to 8 seconds. At the end of the 6 second

period, the aircraft has only rolled 400. The stability axis roll rate

shows an initial increase until about 2 seconds, where it starts oscil-

lating. This roll rate never increased above 10 deg/sec, which is not

high enough to truly be useful. This rolling moment was the highest

available in simulations at other AOAs between 300 and 400.

A key to the reason for this low performance is the sideslip pro-

duced by this maneuver. The strakes produced a fair amount of adverse

yaw, causing a positive sideslip of up to 40. As a result, the dihedral

effect of the aircraft produced a significant left rolling moment, which

degraded the rolling performance. A clue to solving this problem is

seen in the fact that only 1.5 degrees of rudder was used in this

maneuver, while 300 of rudder throw is available.

For purposes of comparison, the same maneuver was performed using

the maximum negative deflection of -450 on the strakes. See Firure 20.

The dihedral effect was even more evident. This strake deflection

%%

.
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produces more adverse yaw, and up to 7 degrees of sideslip is produced.

The sideslip is so severe that the aircraft stops rolling to the right,

and actually rolls to the left. Again, only 20 of the available rudder

deflection has been used.

After the nonlinear sideslip derivatives obtained from the wind

tunnel test were inserted into the simulation, the performance for these

cases was degraded even further. Figure 29 shows a roll using the +300

strake deflection with the nonlinear derivatives. The maximum sideslip

is now greater than 60, and the dihedral effect results in no net roll.

Again, rudder deflection was minimal. In order to produce any roll, the

sideslip angle must be controlled. If the sideslip is not controlled,

the dihedral effect will either degrade or will totally prevent the

desired roll.

Roll Performance Using Sideslip Feedback

The next step was to see if the rudder could be used to control the

sideslip and therefore improve the roll performance. Since sideslip had

already been assumed to be available for the internal model, it was

decided to try using s ideslip feedback to control the rudder.

The sideslip feedback was inserted in the yaw channel immediately

after the stability axis yaw damper, as shown in Figure 30. Sideslip

was fed back in terms of degrees, and feedback gains of 2, 4, 10, 20,

25, 30, 35, 40, and 50 were tested. Again, these tests were made at an

AOA of 320 since the data were well behaved there. All rolls were made

to the right. Three quantitative factors were used in evaluating the

appropriate feedback gain. These factors were maximum roll angle,

maximum sideslip, and maximum roll rate (stability axes) in the sixI

seconds that roll was commanded. A summary of these data are shown in

Figure 31.

S This analysis narrowed the choice of feedback gain down to 25, 30,

or 35. Gains above 35 showed an Cnrsein maximum sideslip, along

with an increase of oscillations in sideslip. In addition, when the

-* control input was removed at six seconds, these cases continued -.o

oscillate in sideslip. Gains below 25 did not produce as much roll

angle or roll rate. Large sideslip angles were still present, and the
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rudder was not saturated.

Gains of 25, 30, and 35 all produced roughly the same roll angle,

with a gain of 35 only producing about 4 degrees more than a gain of 25,

or an increase of only 3%. Likewise, there is little difference in

maximum sideslip or maximum roll rate. However, there is a noticeable

difference between the gains shown in the time histories (Figures 32-

34). Gains of 30 and 35 show noticeable oscillations in sideslip once

the control input is removed. Such oscillations are highly undesirable

for a tracking condition. A gain of 25 had a much smoother recovery

once the control input was removed, with only minor oscillations in

sideslip. This was also the lowest gain tested which would saturate the

rudder, thereby using all of its capability. Unlike the higher gains, a

gain of 25 used all of the rudder with out excessive saturation. For

these reasons, a sideslip feedback gain of 25 was used in subsequent

simulations.

After choosing this gain, simulations were run in 1 gstraight and

level flight at AQAs from 300 to 400 in 20 increments. These simula-

tions were run using the initial implementation of the strake FCS with

the separate control on the strakes and the ailerons disabled. The

standard feedback paths in the yaw channel, the stability axis yaw

damper and the lateral acceleration, remained active in addition to

sideslip feedback. The control input commanded maximum roll for 6

seconds, and was removed from 6 to 8 seconds.

* . The rudder was effective in controlling the sideslip angle through-

out the AQA range from 300 to 400. In each case the sideslip was held

to less than +20. From 300 to 400 AOA the maximum roll angle follows

* * the same trend with AQA as do the roll coefficients at zero sidesli,

(Figure 13), that is, the maxim um roll angle occurs at 320 AOA

decreasing to 340 and then increasing again to 360. At 320 AQA, the

* roll angle after 6 seconds is 1140, as compared to 40 degrees after 6

seconds without beta feedback. See Figure 35.

4-' The stability axis roll rate increases fairly constantly with timie.

An evidence of roll oscillations can be seen at AQAs of 380 and above,

as evidenced by oscillations in the roll rate time history. The 380

case is shown in Figure 36.
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In general, the AOA is virtually constant for at least 4 seconds,

and then decreases. The constant behavior in the first 4 seconds is

largely due to the fact that the longitudinal forces and moments were

essentially unchanged by stake deflection. The eventual decrease in AOA

was due to another factor. As the aircraft rolls, the lift vector,

unchanged in magnitude, is no longer pointing upward. As the aircraft

begins to dive, it picks up speed and the lift is increased. This lift

increases the normal acceleration, which is fed back to the pitch chan-

nel, causing a decrease in angle of attack in order to maintain the

commanded normal acceleration.

The reactions of the aircraft after the control input is removed

are equally important. In all cases, the roll angle continues to in-

crease due to the angular momentum of the aircraft. At 300 and 320 AOA

the sideslip angle decreased after the control input was removed. low-

ever, at 360 to 400 AOA the sideslip shows a very different behavior.

Above 340 AOA, the Cn5 of the aircraft becomes negative (unstable). At

approximately this same point, the strakes begin to produce proverse

yaw. This proverse yaw offsets the effects of the unstable Cn , but

when it is removed, the aircraft reacts to this instability, which shows

up as increasing sideslip.

One case was run using the -450 strake deflection at 320 AOA for

comparison purposes, shown in Figure 37. After the 6 second control

input, the aircraft had rolled virtually the same amount (1140), but the

sideslip variations were larger, about 60 compared to 1.40 maximum.

This behavior was comparable to the earlier findings for negative strake

deflections.

A set of simulations was run for the positive strake deflection

commanding left rolls. With the very small sideslip an-les, the results

were essentially the same as for the right rolls.

The simulations seemed to indicate that the faster the rudder was

deflected, the less sideslip would be allowed to build up. To investi-

gate this possibility, a simulation was run at 320 commandin- a maxinum

roll with the strakes and maximum rudder deflection simultaneously. See

Figure 38. The result of this combined input was that the sideslip went

negative initially, and no roll was produced for the first two seconds.

I
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The sideslip had much larger oscillations, reaching over 200, and the

AOA varied from 150 to 400 . These oscillations were undesirable, so

this case was not pursued any farther. Additionally, some of these

sideslip angles were outside the data limits of the simulation.

Roll Performance at Higher Load Factors

As mentioned earlier, the previous simulations were done at a

dynamic pressure of about 25 psf in order to achieve straight and level

flight. At this low dynamic pressure, none of the control surfaces were

very effective. If a certain angle of attack is maintained as the

dynamic pressure is increased, the load factor will necessarily in-

crease. Additionally, this condition would be a more realistic high AOA

case. After the modifications to the initial conditions were made, a

simulation was run for a left roll at 320 AOA with increment of 5 g's

commanded and with a positive strake deflection of +300. See Figure 39.

The initial dynamic pressure for this simulation was 200 psf. After 6

seconds, the aircraft 'had rolled approximately 5400, achieving a stab-

ility axis roll rate of -150 degrees per second.

This high roll rate raised concern about roll coupling and diver-

gence due to reduced stability caused by decreased control authority,

which could be seen in this simulation. After the control was removed,

the aircraft pitched up to 500 AOA and subsequently departed. It was

now necessary to limit the roll rate. In order to do this, the strake

FCS was modified slightly. Instead of having a separate input, the

strake FCS was connected to the aileron input command. The strakes then

commanded a maximum roll based on the sign of the aileron input comnand.

This change is shown in Figure 40. With this setup, if the roll rate

became too high, the sign on the aileron roll signal would change, and

the strakes would command an opposite roll to decrease the roll rate.

After this change was made, a set of simulations was run to compare

the performance of the strakes alone, the ailerons alone, and the

strakes and ailerons combined. Strake deflections included +300 and

-450. Two major trends were seen in these simulations. These trends

were divided below and above 380 AOA. Below 330 the response is typi-

fied by the simulation at 320 AOA. Figure 41 shows this trajectory,

V.* h'%
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using a 300 strake deflection alone to roll the aircraft. The aircraft

rolls to 1800 in under three seconds, but as the roll continues, the

sideslip and AOA begin to oscillate, and the aircraft departs after the

control input is removed. In Figure 42, the strake is deflected to
-450. Again, the aircraft rolls well for a short time, until the side-

slip and AOA begin to oscillate. As seen in the 1 g simulations, the

-450 case has larger oscillations in sideslip.

Figure 43 shows a roll using ailerons only. While the sideslip and

AOA oscillations are not as severe in this case, there is a noticeable

roll oscillation with a period of about 1.3 seconds.

The effects of combining the strakes and ailerons are shown in

Figures 44-45. In Figure 44, a strake deflection of +300 is used with

the ailerons. Here the aircraft not only reaches 1800 faster than in

any of the previous cases, but there is also less roll oscillation and

less variation in sideslip and AOA. Figure 45 shows the combination of

a strake deflection of -450 with the ailerons. Again, this strake

deflection causes more sideslip variations due to a stronger yawing

moment, and the roll oscillation is as bad as in the ailerons only case.

In all these cases, the aircraft was likely to depart after the control

input was removed. This condition could be due to the length of roll

causing the aircraft to move to an unstable region, or possibly the

controls used for rolling have a stabilizing effect on the entire air-

plane which is lost when the control input is removed.

At and above 380 AOA the ailerons have lost most of their effect-

iveness and the strakes alone become more effective. Figure 46 shows the

effects of a strake deflection of +30, and Figure 47 shows the effects

of the ailerons only. While the strakes alone take 4.5 seconds to reach

1800 of roll, the ailerons take 5.2 seconds to reach 1800. The effect

of combining them, shown in Figure 48, does not improve on the perfor-

mance of the strakes alone.

Based on these simulations, thi best roll performance can be at-

tained by combining the +300 strake deflection with the ailerons up to

an AOA of about 380, at which time better performance can be attained

with +300 strake deflection alone. At 400 AOA, neither control surface

produces satisfactory results.

-- - . * . - . - . . . . . - -- . -
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It should be noted that the effects of the strake and the ailerons

have been added together linearly. The deflection of the strake will

probably affect the aileron effectiveness, since the flow field over the

wing is changed when the strake is deflected. This effect would prob-

ably change the results when the two controls are used together.

A common problem throughout the AOA range is a need for better

regulation of sideslip and AOA. This difficulty suggests greater rudder

and elevator authority. While the rudder authority would be harder to

resolve, it should be noted that these simulations were done using data

for a smaller elevator than is now in use. The larger elevator has

improved high AOA flying qualities, and might reduce some of the AOA

variations seen in these simulations. Short of a way to more closely

control sideslip, a short term solution to the departure problem could

be to limit the maximum angle of roll to something small, such as 1300.

Effects of Thrust Limiting

All of the previous simulations were run setting the initial thrust

level to equal the thrust required. This thrust level usually resulted

in a thrust level that was higher than was actually available. 7sina

published curves11 for thrust available for an installed F100 engine,

the thrust was set to the maximum available as a function of Nach number

and altitude. The thrust curve used was defined for flight at low AA,

so the thrust available could be further degraded by factors such as

inlet stall. The results are shown in Figure 49. Rolling with both a

+300 strake deflection and full ailerons at 320 AOA, the time required

to roll to 1800 is about the same as the case with no thrust limitin-

(Figure 44), but as the airspeed decreases, the FCS attempts to maintain

the same load factor by increasing AOA, and the roll stops after 5

seconds as the AOA diverges.

Effects of Increased Yaw Damper Gain

The yaw channel contains a feedback path which feeds back (r - pa),

which is an approximation of 8. This path is known as the stability

axes yaw damper, and its purpose is to cause the aircraft to roll about

the velocity vector instead of the longitudinal body axis. Since the
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sideslip feedback used in the previous analysis is not currently avail-

able, another candidate solution to solving the problem of excessive

sideslip was to increase the gain on the output of the stability axes

yaw damper. It was hoped that by damping out the change in sideslip,

the overall sideslip angle could be reduced.

Simulations were run using feedback gains of 15 and 30 at an AOA of

320 and load factors of 1 g and 5 g's commanded. The simulations at 1 g

showed essentially no change from the cases using the strakes alone with

no feedback modifications to the FCS, as seen previously in Figures 27-

28. At 5 g's commanded load factor, both feedback gains tested gave

essentially the same results. The case for the gain of 15 is shown in

Figure 50. Using strakes alone, the aircraft takes over 4.5 seconds to

roll to 1800. As seen in Figure 43, the ailerons alone rolled the

aircraft to 1800 in just over 2.5 seconds at this AOA. The roll shown in

Figure 43 was done using beta feedback to the rudder, but since the yaw

characteristics of the ailerons are well defined, the same result could

be obtained by driving the rudder through the Aileron-Rudder Intercon-

nect (ARI). Thus, the strakes in this case do not show an improvement

over the performance available with the current ailerons. In addition,

the rudder oscillates excessively, causing a disconcerting roll oscil-

lation.

The combination of the positive strake deflection and ailerons was

also run at both feedback gains. The case for the feedback gain of 15

is shown in Figure 51. Again, no significant improvement over the use

of ailerons was seen, and a roll oscillation was still present. A major

reason for no improvement is that AOA drops below 280 after about 1.5

seconds and the strake deflection is removed by the internal model.

Therefore, the remainder of this roll was done with ailerons only.
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COMPARISON TO DIFFERENTIAL LEADING EDGE FLAPS

In order to gain a better appreciation for the usefulness of the

hinged strakes, they were briefly compared against differential leading

edge flap (DLEF) deflections for roll control as studied by Stout5. For

this comparison, the model used in Reference 5 was upgraded to allow

simulations at higher load factors. Two simulations were ran at AOAs of

320 and 340 for a 5 g commanded load factor. The results for 320 AOA

are shown in Figure 52.

Comparing Figures 52 and 44, the DLEFs gave a comparable roll,

having roughly the same roll rates. The DLEFs currently show four

advantages over the hinged strakes. First, the rudder is not saturated.

Second, roll oscillations are minimal. Third, the recovery at the end

of the roll is smoother, showing no tendencies toward departure.

Fourth, the rudder is connected directly through the ARI, and does not
require any beta feedback. These advantages of the DLEFs are not

reasons to abandon the hinged strake concept altogether. The current

data base for DLEFs is much smaller than that for hinged strakes, par-

ticularly with regards to behavior as a function of sideslip (all of the

current DLEF data was taken at zero sideslip). Further investigation

should be done into possible combined effects of various combinations of

hinged strakes, DLEFs, and ailerons.

S
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CONCLUSIONS AND RECOMMENDATIONS.

Conclusions

1. Based on comparisons with published data, the results of this test

were consistent with previous tests.

2. The changes in the forces and moments due to dihedral strake
deflection are different from the changes due to anhedral strake deflec-

tion. In both cases, the changes in the forces and moments are

complex, nonlinear functions of AOA, sideslip, and strake deflection.

3. The anhedral-dihedral configuration, deflecting one strake upward
and the other strake downward, showed no noticeable improvement over the
asymmetric case of deflecting one strake upward.

4. In order to maximize rolling performance at high AOA, the sideslip

must be kept small to prevent dihedral effect (9) from inhibiting the

roll rate.

5. Using direct sideslip feedback to control the sideslip anole, a

gain of 25 was chosen based on maximum roll angle, minimum sideslip, and

maximum roll rate, and roll recovery in 1 g flight. However, a direct

reading of sideslip at high AOAs is not currently available.

6. The best roll performance was seen using +30' strakes combined with

the ailerons at AOAs less than 380, and using +300 strakes only above

380. Both of these cases were using beta feedback to control sideslip.

7. The -450 strake deflection produced more yawing moment than the

+300 strake deflection, causing larger sideslip excursions.

8. In all cases, the aircraft was very prone to departure when the

control input was removed. This was due to large variations in sideslip

and AOA resulting from degraded stability at high AOA. If the sidesli.

and AOA cannot be more closely controlled, a possible solution to this

problem is to limit the amount of roll allowed.

9. Limiting the thrust level to thrust available while commandinp, a

constant load factor causes the aircraft to decelerate during the maneu-

ver and results in a loss of rudder and elevator effectiveness. The end

result is early departure.

.p.
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10. Increasing the gain on the stability axes yaw damper does not

improve the roll performance over that which is currently available, and

serves to increase roll oscillations.

11. Based on the current data base, differential leading edge flaps

alone appear to give better performance as a roll control device than

the hinged strakes alone.

Recommendations

Further tests should be conducted to investigate the following

areas:

1. Investigate the effects of strake area to see if a larger strake

will produce an increase in rolling moment without a large increase in

yawing moment.

2. Investigate the effects of different configurations, such as store

loadings, on the reactions due to the strakes.

3. Investigate the possible combined effects of combining hinged

strakes, differential leading edge flaps, and/or ailerons as roll con-

trol devices.

4. Conduct tests to fill in the current hinged strake data base. The

primary areas of concern would be data for smaller increments in

sideslip and testing for dynamic derivatives.

5. Investigate other possible FCS mechanizations for using the hinged

strakes.

6. Conduct tests at other dynamic pressures to check for further

Reynold's Number effects.

7. Investige possibilities for sideslip sensors, such as the Inertial
Navigation System, vanes, or multi-holed probes.

J, -J

Ch d o
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APPENDIX A

SU14-IARY OF CONSTANTS

Duct Exit Area (M < 1.20)-- Ae = 3.0000 in 2

Fuselage Cavity Area (M = 1.20 windshield) Ac = 3.0089 in2

Reference Wing Span- b = 23.1862 in.

Reference Wing Mean Aerodynamic Chord - c = 8.7490 in.

Reference Wing Area (280.0 ft , full scale)----- S = 1.2444 ft2

Balance Incidence Angle- ib = -00 57'

Reference Inlet Area-A i = 3.6311 in2

Moment Reference Center (.35c) Fuselage Sta.----- 20.773 in.

Waterline~.......-. 6.067 in.

Planform Area (odel) 2.263 ft2

Frontal Area (including inlet)- .187 ft2

Body Volume- .214 ft3

Lifting Surface Volume- .015 ft3

Horizontal Tail Area (movable, 2 panels) ..-- ----- .189 ft2

0.25c (wing) to 0.25c (h. tail) 1.044 ft
dC

Horizontal effectiveness, --L (per degree) ---- -.0113/deg
dit

Moment Transfer Distances u -.1172 ft.

.023 ft.

v ------- .000 ft.

a'h

a-"
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APPENDIX B

RUN SCHEDULE

RUN CONFIGURATION Q 6 6 COENTS
1 BASELINE 40 A 0 0 A=-4 20 Delta= 4
2 I 60 A 0 0 0 20 ->68 Delta= 2
3 I 80 B 0 0 0 B=-4 ->20 Delta= 4
4 I 80 A 5 0 0 20 ->68 Delta= 2
5 I 80 A 10 0 0 68 ->20 Delta=-2
6 I 80 A 15 0 0
7 I 80 A -15 0 0
8 I 80 A -10 0 0
9 ASYMMETRIC 60 A -15 45 -45

10 BASELINE 60 A -15 0 0
11 I 60 A -10 0 0
12 I 60 A -5 0 0
13 I 60 A -0 0 0
14 I 60 A 5 0 0
15 I 60 A 10 0 0
16 I 60 A 15 0 0
17 ASY11 rETRIC 60 A 15 0 -45
18 I 60 A 10 0 -45
19 I 60 A 5 0 -45
20 I 60 A 0 0 -45
21 I 60 A -5 0 -45
22 1 60 A -10 0 -45
23 I 60 A -15 0 -45
24 I 60 A -15 0 -30
25 I 60 A -10 0 -30
26 I 60 A -5 0 -30
27 I 60 A 0 0 -30
28 I 60 A 5 0 -30
29 I 60 A 10 0 -30
30 I 60 A 15 0 -30
31 I 60 A 15 0 -15
32 I 60 A 10 0 -15
33 I 60 A 5 0 -15
34 I 60 A 0 0 -15
35 I 60 A -5 0 -15
36 I 60 A -10 0 -15
37 I 60 A -15 0 -15
38 I 60 A -15 0 15
39 I 60 A -10 0 15
40 I 60 A -5 0 15

TEST 8430

41 I 60 A 0 0 -15 Rpt #34 ,correct by 0.2
42 I 60 A 0 0 -15 correct possible foul
43 I 60 A 0 0 -15 correct alpha by .190
44 I 60 A 0 0 -15
45 I 60 A 0 0 -15 rpt 944 for repeatability
46 BASELINE 60 A 0 0 0 Baseline repeat 2
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47 I 60 A 0 0 0 add trips

48 ASYMETRIC 60 A 0 0 15
49 I 60 A 5 0 15 L
50 I 60 A 10 0 15
51 I 60 A 15 0 15

52 I 60 A 15 0 30
53 ASYNMETRIC 60 A 10 0 30
54 I 60 A 5 0 30
55 I 60 A 0 0 30
56 AnDi 60 A 0 -15 30
57 I 60 A 5 -15 30
58 I 60 A 10 -15 30
59 I 60 A 10 -30 30
60 I 60 A 5 -30 30
61 I 60 A 0 -30 30
62 I 60 A 0 -30 15
63 I 60 A 5 -30 15
64 I 60 A 10 -30 15
65 I 60 A -10 -30 15
66 I 60 A -5 -30 15
67 I 60 A -0 -30 15 clay missing left strake
68 I 60 A -0 -30 30
69 I 60 A -5 -30 30
70 I 60 A -10 -30 30
71 ASP IETRIC 60 A -0 0 30
72 I 60 A -5 0 30
73 I 60 A -10 0 30
74 I 60 A -15 0 30
75 AnDi 60 A -0 -15 30

- 76 I 60 A -5 -15 30
- 77 I 60 A -10 -15 30

..... FOT--
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APPENDIX C

DERIVATION OF ACTUAL SIDESLIP ANGLE

The geometric angles available from the Wind Tunnel were the angle of

attack, a, and the sting angle, fs" The actual Sideslip, actual' is

given by
v

si(actual) V001

To solve for v, find the component of V in the x-y plane.

V u= V cosa (2)

Now solve ior v in the x-y plane.

v = u' sin s  (3)

v v = V cosasin s  (4)

U
t

v cosasina (5)
V s

Substituting (1) in (5)

sin( actual) = cosasin s

aactual - sin- (cosasinas )

3 Z

UJ
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